COLLABORATING ARTIST // Estevan Oriol
Born and raised in Los Angeles, Oriol pulls inspiration from the city and reflects its sensibilities in his work. Southern California juxtaposes the glitzy
and the gritty more than anyplace on Earth and those extremes are visible both in Oriol’s choice of subject and execution. Whether he’s photographing
gang life, a fashion model, or Dr. Dre, there is a voice in his work that is distinctly LA bred.
FEATURED ON // TEAM GULLWING EO
estevanoriol.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // MOÜSE
You can see his work on the top of almost every core skateboarders deck - Mouse Grip tape. His passion for progression is one of the reasons we
wanted to collaborate with him on one of our most progressive and raw boards - The Swindle.
FEATURED ON // SWINDLE
mousemovement.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // LOOPTROOP - MATTIAS LUNDIN
Looptroop was formed in 1991 by Promoe and Embee. The two had met while attending school in Västerås and were still in their teens at the time
of the group’s inception. Cos.M.I.C joined shortly thereafter and in 1993 the group independently released their cassette-only debut EP Superstars,
which was followed in 1995 by Threesicksteez ...
FEATURED ON // CINEMA LOOPTROOP EDITION
looptrooprockers.com
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COLLABORATING ATHLETES// BRYAN FOX - AUSTIN SMITH
We like to snowboard in any conditions on any terrain and with our Quiver of boards we are ready for it all, rails, jumps, powder, groomers, slush, ice.
All the best boards for any conditions or any terrain and they have a nice clean graphic design to tie them all together. - AUSTIN SMITH
FEATURED ON // QUIVER SERIES
drinkwater.org
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // RYAN BESCH
Your Cinema, also known as Ryan Besch, is an illustrator and designer living in Buffalo, NY. Drawing from many diverse influences he has created
numerous hand-pulled screen printed gig posters for such groups as The Kills, Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, The Black Keys and Soulsavers. After his
first gig with Nitro on the 2013 Cinema graphics, Ryan continues his collaboration with us on the new Cinema, Demand, and Uberspoon.
FEATURED ON // ÜBERSPOON, CINEMA, DEMAND
your-cinema.net
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // CORINNE LAN FRANCO
Corinne Lan Franco is an animal loving, cafe-bike riding, artist from Southern California whose creative goodness has graced Nitro Hard Goods and
Outerwear for the past 3 seasons. Brands such as Nike, Volcom, Roxy, Troy Lee Designs and Monster Energy have also been lucky to get some of her
action too. But we like to say she is “ours” because she “collabs” once again with us on this years Cheryl Maas Pro Series graphics.
FEATURED ON // CHERYL MAAS PRO MODEL
corinnelanfranco.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // DENNIS MCNETT
Dennis McNett is an artist and true friend of Nitro. His designs can be seen on decks for Anti-Hero, shoe designs for Vans, window displays for
Barney’s of New York, in the pages of Thrasher and Juxtapoz Magazine, and has had a Featured Artist clothing Collection with Volcom. Constantly
approached by heavy hitters in the snow industry, and turning down all offers, Dennis holds fast to his commitment to Nitro.
FEATURED ON // ROOK
wolfbat.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // CHRISTOPHER EVERHART
Christopher Everhart of The Silent Giants is a Michigan, USA based studio that has been cooking up amazing screen print gig poster artwork for such
bands as Sonic Youth, Fleet Foxes, The Dead Weather, The National, Spoon, The Decemberists, Modest Mouse and The Black Keys to name just a
few. He serves up silent but deadly imagery on this years high-end women’s femme fatal - the Victoria.
FEATURED ON // VICTORIA
thesilentgiants.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // DAVE DOMAN
Dave Doman has done many graphics for Nitro in the past including the famous Misfit Name Board and early Eero Ettala graphics. Dave and Justin
Bennee collab’d this year on a graphic that expresses Justin’s personal opinion on the “5-0” and the deadly, prison-made “shanks” which threaten
them on the inside. What they came up with is a board that is the number one requested board graphic by team riders.
FEATURED ON // JUSTIN BENNEE PRO MODEL
halffullvisuals.com
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COLLABORATING ARTIST // PAUL BROWN
Nitro Snowboards very own Art Destroyer Paul Brown unleashes his diverse Illustration and Design tool kit on the Nitro Hardgoods Collection. Tucked
away in the heart of Orange County California he makes his presence known in the industry by creating eye catching designs for brands such as
Forum, Circa, Zero Skateboards, Electric Visual, Von Zipper, Billabong, Vans, Loser Machine Company and Dark Seas Division to name a few.
FEATURED ON // JON KOOLEY- EERO ETTALA- & MARCUS KLEVELAND PRO MODEL
freedomfromwant.blogspotcom
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